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Detective Jake Daggers doesn&apos;t care for the unexpected, so he&apos;s perfectly content
when he and his half-elf partner Shay Steele&apos;s next case seems to involve nothing more than
a madman with a hammer.That&apos;s when a dude in a purple bathrobe shows up claiming to be
from the future.Now the body count&apos;s rising, and Daggers is forced to enlist the self-professed
time traveler&apos;s help in navigating uncharted waters rife with elven prostitutes, bratty gnomes,
and undiscovered magics.Can Daggers and Steele catch the killer in time, or will they have to find
TIME TO STEELE?***This is book three of the Daggers & Steele mystery series. Book four, FINE
BLUE STEELE, is now available. Search for it above or use the following link:
smarturl.it/fbsamebook
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I have read all the books in this series and so far it has been a lot of fun. Set in a very strange
alternate fantasy world you get the sense of how things work pretty well without too much fuss.

Though they are set in another world the main character speaks like he's from Earth and it makes
the book flow well. Also it helps that Detective Daggers is a pretty funny guy. One scene in
particular in the second book made me laugh audibly where the main character was having a
fanboy/nerd moment....good stuff. All in all I think if you like fantasy settings but mashed together
with some contemporary things you will like these well enough. Also the main characters are cops
and they solve cool mysteries....kind of like Scooby Doo but with beer....and hot elf chicks...and
truncheons...and dwarves....and elven prostitutes....and...you know what? Forget the Scooby Doo
thing.

The third installment of the series, Time to Steele continued to entertain as well as if not more so
than the previous two books. Affable characters interact in a post-Industrial age alternative universe.
The main character, Daggers, usually an extremely self-assured individual, has self-doubts mainly
due to his acknowledgement of romantic feelings.for his partner and concerns that she doesn't view
him in that way but also because of the unique investigation they attempt to solve. In the end, they
seem to have all the answers...or do they?

In this, the third of the Steele books the crime fighting duo are out to solve the mystery of a time
travelling assassin who is leaving a trail of bodies in his wake. In between clues Detective Daggers
continues to come to grips with his attraction to his partner and generally whipping himself into
shape. A fun series with lots of quips and fantasy action that will make fans of Simon R. Green and
Glenn Cook happy they came along for the ride.

Book three of a fantastic series. First person viewpoint from one of the detectives works really well.
A combination of Daggers's solid detective work and Steele's occasional brilliances makes for a
great police procedural set in a fantasy world. (Limited magic, enough to be interesting, but not
enough to cripple the plot.) Great development of the relationship between the two leads in this
book. I hope it continues without jumping the shark. (Castle ...) fast paced with enough plot twists to
keep me hooked. Can't wait for book 4!!

Incredible fast writing from this author, with a consistent high quality. Very happy to read the third of
this series, which, besides having a murder mystery, also develops the budding relationship
between the two main characters. Some of the social remarks (or musings by the main character)
are very observant and expose a deeper layer, but mostly this is a book to just enjoy in your

favourite reading spot.

If you liked the first books in the series, I don't think you will be disappointed. Berg's universe is
really quite unique, a mix of medieval, Victorian, contemporary and a touch of Middle Earth. I rather
enjoy this fusion as it keeps my imagination engaged. The protagonists are likeable and the banter
is fun. There is always a crime to solve which typically unfolds in a page turning way. The mysteries
are not that mysterious, nor are they so obvious that you find yourself screaming "IT WAS THE
ORC STUPID!" The pages turn and the good guys prevail. POSSIBLE SPOILER ALERT!!!!!!Okay
you've been warned and I'm adding these words to let you bail -- don't blame me. There is a
chestnut of a character that seems to have an impossible explanation or circumstance, it is a bit
hackneyed and you do find yourself saying "Can we skip to the part where we start believing him?"
Though to Berg's credit, you never find out DIFINITATIVELY whether this guy is what he says or an
elaborate conman (though the story leans one way).

I really enjoyed this 3rd book in the series. The author is progressing the relationship between
Daggers and Steele at a nice slow pace, and he is fleshing out the others characters bit by bit. I
enjoyed this one more so than the 2nd book. It's a nice read and I would recommend this to any and
every one.

Steele and Daggers just keep getting better and better. I enjoyed this murder mystery starring
hard-boiled Detective Daggers and his partner, half-elven Detective Steele. There's a lot of head
bashing and plot twists, as well as - never mind, I'll let you find out for yourself.
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